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by 
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ABSTRACT 

An electronic encoder for converting an analog voltage to 
a seven binary digit parallel representation at a 50 kc encoding rate 
has been designed, constructed, and tested. The encoder operates on 
voltages in the zero to fifty volt range and 1s capable of being time
shared by a multiplicity of inputs. Use of the cascade encoder tech
nique permits a design requiring no timing circuits. 

The encoder was designed for use as an input device for a 
proposed analog-digital flilbt simulator. 

Thesis Supervisor: Alfred K. Susskind 

Title: Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering 
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Cl1APTER I 

nrmOD~TION 

1.1 DeODER PERl'OJUWlCE 

An electronic encoder has been developed which converts an 

analog voltase to the correspondina parallel seven binary digit repre

sentation at a 50 kc encoding rate. The encoder is capable of being 

time-shared. by a IIUltipl1city of 0-50 volt inputs. 

Performance teats iDdicate that it may be possible to achieve 

eight binary dlgi t conversions at encoding rates as high as eo tc with 

the present desiiD. 

1.2 PURPOSE OlP THE DCODER 

The encoder vas developed tor use with the analog-digital 

computer designed by DSR Project 7591 under the sponsorship of the U. S. 

Naval Training Device Center. l The computer is suitable tor the real

time simulation ot complex non-linear physical systems, the particular 

application being an operational tlight trainer. 

The computer performs all mathematical operations except 

integration in the digital domain. This makes it easier to senerate non

linear tuDctions, to make chanles in the functions being generated, and 

to obtain the desired accuracy. 

Intesration 1s performed in the analol domain because the 

resultant abbreviation ot the digital computer program assists in the 

achievement ot real-time simulation. l Analog integration has the added 

advantaaeot sl1Ootb1na the data. 

1 Superscripts reter to reterences listed in the bibliograp~. 

" J 
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Tbe operational tlight trainer instruments and controls and the 

integrators operate 1n the analog domain. Hence, both an analog-to-digttal 

encoder aDd a digital-to-8Il8.log decoder are required to tie-in the com-

puter and trainer. Tbe decoder converts diait&l variablos into analog 

voltages tor the purpose of performing integration,or tor the purpose ot 

operating the trainer. 

Tbe encoder is needed to convert analog voltages trom the 

integrators into digital form tor-turther mathematical operations and to 

supply the computer with information trom the analog tlight trainer. One 

encoder is time-shared by the various analog inputs. Tbe computer sends a 

command for a particular analog variable to the encoder in a manner similar 

to the way the computer addresses its own mel1017. 

The computer requires an eight bina17 place (including e1gn.) 

output from the encoder. The output must be available 10 microseconds 

atter the computer has given the encode cODllDlUld and the m.1niaum interval 

between cOIDIDlUIds 1s 32 IIl1crosecoDds. Tbe encoder will be multiplexed be-

tween approxi_tely 20 input volta,es whose frequency components are less 

than 5 cps. 

1.3 TrPES OJ' ENCODERS 

Analog-to-d1gital encedinl techniques are ot tvo types: electro-

mechanical aDd electronic. 

Electro-mechanical encoders couvert an anSUl&r sbatt position to 

2 a dig! tal representation. This is cOllllDOD17 accompUshed by lIOunt1Dg code 

discs on the sbaft. Tbe discs are made with & pattern ot either cODductive 

material on a non-conductive diso tor brush pick-ott, or opaque coating on 
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a glass disc tor photo-electric pick-ott. The pattern is designed so that 

brush or photo-tupe signals correspond to the digital representation of 

the instantaneous or the incremental change in shaft position. 

Shaft encoders have been built with resolution as high as one 

2 part in 65,536. The encoding rate can be made very high since it is de-

pendent only upon the rate at which brush or photo-tube current can 

respond. However, the mechanical limitations ot the shaft position system 

prevent its usage when multiplexing inputs and limit the frequency range ot 

variables which can be encoded. 

Electronic encoders are classified into three general types: 

a. Tim.e encoders 

b. Space encoders 

c. Vol tage encoders 

a) Time domain encoders convert the voltage to be encoded. into 

a corresponding period of time. 3,4,5 Clock pulses are sated. into a counter 

during this period ot time, resulting in a tinal count proportional to the 

analog input. VOlt&ge-to-time period conversion is accomplished. by a 

linear sweep generator and a comparator circuit. 

The linear sweep circuit produces a pulse at the beginning of 

the sweep I openi11i a gate and allowing cicek pulses into the counter; this 

sate remains open until the sweep voltage becomes equal to the input, at 

which time the comparator produces a pulse closing the gate. 

'Hm.e doma1n encoders can be made arbitrarily precise, but their 

accuracy is limited by sweep linearity and comparator accuracy. Encoding 

rates are restricted by the time required for the counter to count to 1 ts 
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maxillUDl. contents ('t!' - 1 tor an n-bit encoder) • 

b) 
6 

Space domain encoders utilize a moditied cathode ray tube. 

The Yoltage to be encoded controls the vertical detlection at which the 

electron beam sweeps a code plate in the screen end ot the tube. An anode 

plate is placed bebiDd and ,.rallel to the code plate. A pattern ot aper .. 
. 

tures is cut in the code plate so that the electron be .. _1' strike the 

anode aDd produce output pulses which are the serial 'binary representation 

ot the vertical detlection ot the sweep. 

The accuracy ot this encoder is determined by the preciSion with 

which the code plate 1s made and the electron beam cross-sectional d1men-

s10ns. The encodlns rate 1s mainly dependent upon the sweep rate and can 
I':: 

be ade in the megacycle region.'" High cost and traglle nature of' the 

speclal cathode ray tube and code plate are the main disadvantages. 

c) Voltage doma1n encoders compare the voltages to be encoded 

with the decoded contents ot a d111tal resister; tbe silD of' tbe error 

determine:Jwhether the register contents are 1ncreased or decreased. When 

the error i8 thus·'"servoed" to zero, the register contains the parallel 

binary representation ot the volta,e to be encoded. 

The incremental encoder uses a backward-torward counter instead 
" 

of' a dig1 tal re&1ster. 7,8 Tbe sign of' the error determines whether clock 

pulses are used to count up or down. This type ot encoder can tollow 

rapidly cbanaiDg input yol tases as long as the counter can keep up. Bow-

ever, when time-shared 'by a number ot inputs, the encoding rate IlUSt be 

slowed down to allow tor a possible incremental counter change ot tull 

scale. In this cue, the encoding rate vill be determined 'by the time it 

takes the counter to count to full scale just as it vas in the time domain 
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encoder. 

The successive comparison encoder9,lO,14,16,25 starts the 

encoding cycle with an empty register; each flip-flop in the register 1s 

turned on in succession, starting with the one representing the largest 

hit. Whenever comparison iDdicates the decoded register contents to be 

larger than the voltage being encoded, the last flip-flop turned on is 

turned off again before the next bit is tried. Since only n operations 

are required to encode n binary bits, the encoding rate can be increased 

considerably over that of the time domain encoder. Rates as high as 40 kc 

for eleven bits bave been achieved commerCially:l,16,25 Accuracy is 

limited chiefly by the register decoding and comparator circuits. 

The cascade encoder12,13,14 accomplishes encoding to n bits by 

u.~ ot n -one-bit encoders in series. Each successive stage quantizes its 

input to the next smallest bit, produces a binary output of ONE or ZERO, 

and trans.i ts the quantization error to the input ot the next stage. The 

binary outputs constitute the parallel binary representation of the voltage 

being encoded with the most significant bit appearing at the tirst stage. 

Quantization error is the ditterence between the signal being encoded by 

a etap and the decoded value ot the b1 t produced. by that stage. 

Cascade encoders are also designed so that each successive stage, 

instead of quant1zing to the next smallest bit, multiplies its input by 

two and quantizes to the same largest bit.12,13 In this way, each stage 

can be made i6entical. 

Cascade encoders bave the advantage that no timing, synchronization, 

or re-setting operat10ns are requ1red. - Encoding rates are determined by the 
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speed at which a stage consist1ng of amp11fier, comparator, aDd one-bit 

decoder can be made to operate and by the number of stages. Accuracy 

limitations result from accumul.ated drift (because of d.c. coupled stages) 

and non-11nearity 1n the successive stages. 

A variation of the cascade encoder technique time-shares one 

12 15 stage tor the complete encoding.' The stap output i8 sampled, stored, 

and used after a short delay as the nev input. Considerable savings in 

equipment are achieved over the n-st&ge cascade encoder, but timing aDd 

sampling nov become necessary. 

1.4 THE CASCADE ENCODER 

1.4.1 Reason tor Choosing the Cascade EDcoder 

A study of tbeencoding techniques discussed in Section 1.3 

indicates that the voltage domain encoders show the most promise for 

attainment of higher speed and accuracy when used on a time-shared basis. 

Ot the various types of voltage domain encoders, the cascade type vas 

cbosen tor investigation because its lack of internal timing circuitry 

results in the bighest encoding rates and least complexity for a given 

accuracy. 

1.4.2 Transfer Characteristic of the Cascade Incoder Stage 

The type of cascade encoder chosen is the one vi th identical 

stages (aee 1.3). Since each identical stage produces one binary digit, 

it ia possible to repeat the same circuit as many times as is required. to 

obtain the necesaary binary output precision (as 1011& aa the stage accuracy 

is not exceeded). 

The function or each stage is to encode its input to one binary 
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digit, multiply the resultant quantization error by two, and transmit the 

result to the input ot the next stage. Encoding to one binary digit is 

accomplished by comparing the stage input to the analog value ot the most 

s1gn1ficant b1nary d1git (one-half ot full-scale input). If the input is 

larger than one-half of full scale, the binary output is a ONE; otherwise, 

the binary output is a ZERO. The quantization error is equal to the input 

if the binary output is a ZERO, and equal to the 1nput minus one-halt ot 

full scale if the binary output 1s a ORE. Accordingly, the stage transfer 

12 characteristic may be expressed as follows: 

: 2 (V - AD) n n 

Dn II 1 1f Vn > A 

Dn = 0 if Vn < A 

(1.1) 

where Vn is the input to the nth stage, Vn ~ 1 the input to the (n ; l)th 

stage, A the analog value of the most significant binary digit, and D the n 

_ binary output of the nth stage. 

1.4.3 Encoder Block Diagram 

To achieve the above stage transfer characterist1c, an inverter, 

a swaming amp11fier, and a Schmitt d1scriminator17,18,19 are used. The 

encoder block diagram is shown 1n Fig. 1. 

Operation is as follows: A read pulse opens a linear transmission 

sate (G), and gates 1n a positive variable voltage (X) for a period of time 

(T),long enough to perform the complete encoding operation. Each Schmitt 

circuit (Sl' S2' ••• 88) is biased to discriminate against input voltages 

greater than A (one-half ot full-scale input). It a Schmitt input is less 
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than A, the Schmitt output 1s zero and D is defined as a ZERO; if the input 
n 

i8 greater than A volts, the Schmitt output is a positive-going step of A 

volts and Dn 1s a ONE. The positive stage input is multiplied by plus two 

in going through the cascaded inverter and summation amplifiers. However, 

if the stage input is greater than A volts, the discriminator supplies the 

summing amplifier with a signal A volts in magn1tude and of opposite polarity 

froll the signal from the inverter. The effect, then, is that A volts is sub-

tracted from the stage input if the input is larger than A, and zero volts 

is subtracted if it is less than A. The stage output may thus be seen to 

be related to the stage input by Eq. 1.1. 

Each stage operates on its input in an identical manner. The 

voltage level of the output of each Schmitt (zero or A volts) indicates the 

stage digital output (ZERO or ONE). The binary output of the first stage 

is the most significant digit, that of the second stage the next most 

significant digit, etc. The digital output of each stage is available as 

soon as its input arrives trom the previous stage and its discriminator 

bas opera ted. • 

To avoid the problem of amplifier drift, which would become a 

serious restriction on encoder accuracy as the number of cascaded stages 

is increased, the encoder components are capacitive coupled.. The read 

puls~ in holding open the linear transmission gate for the interval T and 

then closing the gate, chops the input voltage X and presents the encoder 

stages with a square-wave input. Since the amount ot time allowed for per

forming the encoding operation is 10 microseconds (see 1.21 this is the 

duration of the read pulse and input square wave. The period of the 



complete encode cycle is the time between the arrival at 8uccessive encode 

commands trOll the computer (32 microseoonds). 

As the period of the bipeat frequency component in the input 

signals (X),1I very lar. compared to the period of time that the linear 

gate samples the input, the amplitude of each individual square wave ia 

essentially constant. If thia were not the case, the linear pte would 

2 have to be replaced by a sample and hold circuit. 

Each of the quantities in mq. 1.1 represent square wave 

ampli tudes. The dig1 tal outputs, D , are therefore correct only for the n 

durat10n of the input square wave. A means bas been devised for reading 

out the digital outputs at the correct (see Chapter V). 

It was found necessaJtY to restrict the ranp of inputs to 

voltages ot one polarity, in order that the square waves within the encoder 

would also be ot one polarity. This permits clalllPin& at the inputs ot the 

Schmitt circuits, preventing a shift in d1scr1ll1nation blas due to accuau-

lation ot charge on the input coupling capacitor (see 2.2.3t). It the 

orlgiDal variables to be encoded have a ranll ot i E volts, it is 

necessary to add i E volts to the var1able voltages at the input ot the 

linear gates. The correct digital output can be calculated easily in 

the computer by subtracting the IBOst sipificant d.ip t trom the encoder 

output. 

The present encoder operates on an input range of 0 to 50 volts. 

The value of A in Eq. 1.1 is therefore 25 volts. 

Photograpbs ot the encoder are sbown in Fip. llt. and 15 at the 

end of this report. 



ClIAPTER II 

SCHMITT DISCRIMINA'roR 

2.1 RIASOJI JQR CHOICE OF '!'BE SCHMITT CIRCUIT 

The Schmitt circuit17,18,19 was chosen as the discriminator 

because its output exhibits a step discont1nuity as the input passes the 

discrimination level, but is otherwise independent of input variations. 

Simpler discriminator circuits utilize the non-linear on-off 

characteristic of a diode or multi-element tube.17 The voltage input 

level with respect to 80me reterence controls the conduction of the device. 

For inputs either above or below this critical value, the tube is cut off; 

for inputs on the other side of the critical value, the tube conducts. 

These circuits are undesirable for this application because their output 

1s a function of the input in one of the two states and, in addition, does 

not exhibit a suffic1ently sharp discontinuity at the discrimination level. 

The Schmitt circuit consists of two stages in cascade, with 

positive feedback frOil output to input. Inputs above the discriminating 

level cut off the output tube; inputs below this level cut oft the input 

tube. As a result, the Schmitt output is isolated trom input variations 

vbile in either of these states. The Schmitt circuit utilizes positive 

feedback to cause an abrupt switching of output level when the input 

passes the discrimination level. 

2.2 SCBMIft CIRCUIT TBEORY 

2.2.1 General Operation 

The ScbDli tt discriminator operates in the following manner: 

(See :rig. 2). 

-11-
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!'or inputa, e l , le •• than the di8crim1natinc (or tr1aering) level, '1'2 is 

conduct1ng and '1'1 is biased below cut off. The output, eo' i8 at its 

lower n.lue 1n this off state. A sufficiently large s1pal e1 will cause 

'1'1 to conduct. The plate of '1'1 will then drop, decreas1nl the voltage on 

the grid of '1'2. As a result, the cathode potent1al decreases, causing an 

increase in the grid-cathode potential on '1'1' The effect of this common

cathadepod tive feedback ia to drive '1'1 rapidly into conduct1on and '1'2 

into cut··ott. The output, eo' 1s then at 1ts higher value in this on state. 

2.2.2 ~.tere.1s 

The value of 1nput yolta .. e1 which causes the Schmitt circu1t 

to cbaDp state depends upon vhether e1 is increasinl or decreasing through 

the d1scr1ldnat1cm level. Thia phenomena 1a referred to as "h1'ateree1s." 

'!'he following exam.1nation of the Sclli tt input-output characteristic analyzes 

the causes of hysteresis. (See 11,. 3). 

The sain ot the Schmitt circuit is: 

(2.1) 

where: 

A 01 : sain of '1'1 with plate load RLl and cathode load RX 

G2 ~ pin of '1'2 with plate load l1.2 aDd cathode load RX 

a A : cain of coupling attenuator consisting ot Rl , 

R2 , and Cl 
(2.2) 

k A = tracticm ot eo fedback positivelY to '1'1 through 

the co.on cathode RKo 
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The loop pin 1s det1ned as: 

II Gt = It a Gl G2 (2.3) 

For loop gains less than one, the Scbal.1 tt circuit 18 a linear ampUt1er 1n 

the region where both Tl and T2 are conducting. Curve (a) ot 1I'1g. 3 

illustrates this characteristic. 

For a loop pin exactly equal to one, Iq. (2.1) indicates au 

intinite Scbll1tt circuit gain. The characteristic is a8 shown in Fig. 3b. 

As the loop gain is increased above one, Eq. (2.1) indicates a 

negative Schmitt Circuit sain. This characteristic 1s plotted in Fig. 3c. 

The nes-tive slope relion of the characteristic is one ot unstable equili-

brium. As e i is increased trom zero, the Schmitt remins in the ott state 

unt11 e1 = E~. At th1s point, trans1tion to the .2!! state takes place. Once 

the Scbm1tt 1s in the .2!! state, however, e i must be decreased to the value 

E- betore the Schm1tt vill reset back to the ott state. The ditference 

(E~ - E-) is a quantitative measure ot hysteresis. 

The reason tor the bysteresis phenomena is that the grid to 

cathode potential of T2 which exists tor e i = E· depends upon the state of 

the Scbmitt circu1t. This can be best seen bY' examining the circuit wave

forma tor a particular input vavetorm.17 

As Fig. 3 indicates, the amount ,of hy'st8re8is can be controlled 

bY' v&r11n& the loop gain Gr.. For a Gr. of one, the hystere8i8 i8 zero. 

However, a loop gain of one results in a Scbm1tt circuit which .,. 

osc11late or become a linear amplifier with sl1ght drift in the circu1t 

values. Therefore, at least a 811&11 amount of hysteresis is generally 

deSired. 
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Reduction in hysteresis is generally accomplished by decreasing 

the tactors a or k in GL• Varying the ratio ot Rl to R2 will change the 

value ot a. '!'he k value may be reduced by putting a voltage divider in the 

cathode circuit. A resistor is placed in series with Rk and the cathode of 

either Tl or T2 • This resistor is generally by-passed by a small capacitor 

to decrease the degeneration effect of the voltage divider during the tran

sition between states. 

2.2.3 Choice ot Circuit Parameters tor Opt1mum Performance 

a) The capacitor Cl is chosen to compensate tor C1n2, the grid 

to ground capacitance ot T2 • For und1storted signal transmission between 

the plate ot Tl and the grid ot T2, Cl should be chosen so that the time 

constants Rl Cl and R2 Cin2 are equal. Hovever, the time constant deter

mined by Cl and the resistance ot 1ts cbarl1Dg path determines the re

covery time ot the Schmitt c1rcu1 t. Recovery tiae 16 the time required be

fore the Schmitt will be able to tr1gger on the next input pulse. As the 

resistance values must be chosen mainly trom other considerations, care must 

be taken to not make 01 too large. The Il1nimum lenath of time between in

put pulses vill determine the maximum value ot Cl • 

b) A parallel R-C circuit in series v1th the cathode of Tl or 

T2 sad the cOlll1DOn cathode resistor Rk has been mentioned as a meADS ot con

trolling hysteresis. (See Fig. 4). The value ot this resistor tor a 

particular value ot hysteresis vill vary with the tube characteristics and 

1s best tound tor each Schmitt by trial and error. 

The capaCitor by-passing this resistor can be chosen to m1nimize 

an undesirable phenomena known as "late trigeriq.11 It is tound that tor 
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pulse amplitudes just equal to the triggering level the Schmitt will often 

not trigger (i.e., begin the transition to the ~ state) until the end of 

the input pulse duration. As the input amplitude i8 increased above the 

trigserinc level, the Schmitt triggers with less delay after the initiation 

of the input pulse. (See Fil. 4b). 

Late triggering is due partially to the fact that the input pulse 

bas an exponentially rising leading edge. The Scbm1 tt circuit cannot be 

expected to trigger until the input amplitude reaches the triggering level. 

This factor in late triggering (~t) is dependent upon the input rise time 

and final amplitude; it can be minimized only by reducing the input rise 

time. (See Fig. 4b). 

However, there is still an interval between the time that the 

input reaches the triggering level and the time when the Schmitt triggers. 

This is due to time constants within the Schmitt circuit itself which de-

termtDe the rate at which conduction in Tl can increase. Initially Tl is 

cut.off and the loop sain is zero. An input above the triggering level 

will cause Tl to conduct suffiCiently to increase the loop sain to one, 

which will then cause the Schmitt to trigger. The time required for the 

loop ~in to reach one is dependent upon how much the input amplItude 

exceeds the triggering level. 

J7-passing the hysteresis control resistor with a capaCitor 

results in a loop sain which drops rapidly as Tl begins to conduct and the 

capacitor begins to charge. The result 1s that the loop gain tends to in-

crease as Tl increases conduction but, at the same time, tends to decrease 

as the b;y-pass capacitor charges. It is possible to approximately balance 
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these two ettects experimentally. The late trigerins is then minimized. 

It the Schmitt 1s sPing to trigger at all during the input pulse duration, 

it must do so almost immediately atter the input reaches the tril8ering 

level and betore the capacitor can cbarse sutt1eientlJ to stop the trigger

ing action. 

c) The. values ot RU ' Rl 8Dd R2 should be kept as .-.11 &S 

possible to .inillize the time constants that deterll1.ne the tilDe required 

tor the transi tion between states to take place. The value ot RL2 i. de

termined by the desired output wavetorm. LIlrger values ot RL2 will result 

in larger output ewing and a greater output rile title. The output rise 

time bas no etteet on the Schmitt transition time. 

d) There are several reaSODS tor desiring a large cathode resistor 

~. The ability ot the Schmitt to accept very large input pulse. without 

drav1ng grid current 1s due to the cathode tollover action ot Tl which is 

improved by the use of a larger Rx. Grid current would. result in an UIl

desirable shitt in the Schllli tt bias level. A !&rae value ot Rx: helps to 

maintain eonstant plate vol taps independent ot tube parameter ebaDges. 

The etfect ot a large cathode resistanee is otten obtained by using a con

stant current source such as a pantede or a triode with a large resistor 

in its aathode.17,19 Besides m1nill1zing the ettect of heater voltage va

riation on the aut-ott Yoltages ot Tl and T2, the aathode tube allows the 

use of a teabnique which aompensates tor the grid-aathode aapacitance ot 

Tl •17 This compensation tecbn1que 1s used. to prevent coupl1na ot small 

sp1kes resulttDg trom ditferentiation ot the input pulse through RK to the 

Schlli tt output. 
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a) To obtain a stable output voltage swing either the grid or 

the plate ot T2 should be clamped when T2 is conducting. The grid may be 

clamped by driving it slightly positive with respect to the cathode, but 

this results in a triggering level dependent upon the slope ot the input 

17 
pulse. Since any dritt in the clamping action at the grid appears at the 

output amplitied by T2, it is more desirable to clamp the output plate 

itselt. 

Clamping the Schmitt output may be desired for another reason. 

There is always a small range of input pulse amplitudes which are sufti-

ciently large to cause Tl to conduct slightly, but too small to bring the 

gain ot T 1 to the pOint where the loop gain is one. In this range ot in

puts tbe Schmitt acts as an amplitier and its output plate rises a small 

amount. This ettect can be eliminated by clamping the plate ot T2 slightly 

above its normal swing. The appearance ot the spikes resulting trom 

coupling ot the ditterentiated input pulse through RK to the plate ot T2 

can also be prevented this way. 

Clamping also decreases the output rise and dec~ time. The 

output voltage tends to tollow an exponential curve in making the trans!-

tioD between its two stable levels. The diodes conduct, however, and 

lilll1 t the transition to the steep slope region or the exponential curve. 

t) Decay in the top ot the input square pulses must be mini-

mlud by choice ot a sufticiently large coupling capacitor, C. A pulse 
c 

Just above the triggering level would turn the Schlli tt back ~ during 

the pulse period it the decay were larger than the discriminator's 

hysteresis • 
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The grid of Tl must be clamped to the bias level to prevent a 

shift in the d.c. voltage across C as the input pulse amplitudes vary. c 

This is feasible because the encoder uses only positive-going pulses. 

2.3 SCHMITT CIRCUIT DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE 

2.3.1 Circuit 

The Schmitt discriminator circuit is shown in Fig. 9. The 6AK5 

tube was chosen for its low interelectrode capacitances and its relatively 

sharp cut-off. 

The difference in output clamping levels is approximately 25 volts, 

the analog value of the most significant binary digit. The particular 
. 

values were picked because they corresponded to standard batteries, and 

hence did not necessitate use of voltage dividers. The variable resistor 

on the Schmitt input to the summing amplifier is used to adjust its gain 

to compensate for the fact that the Schmitt output swing is less than 25 

volts. 

The capacitive coupling into the discriminator causes a O.l~ 

decay in the top of the input square wave. For a triggering amplitude of 

25 volts, this amounts to only 0.025 volts, which is considerably les8 than 

the Schmitt hysteresis. The percent decay is calculated from the relation 

p ~ l~ ~ (T« RC) (2.4) 

where T is the input pulse duration of 10 microseconds, R the input 

resistance of approximately lOOK, and C the 0.1 microfarad coupling 

capacitor. 

The clamping diode has a forward resistance of 250 ohms with one 
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volt across it. This reduces the input time constant enough for negative

gping oversboots to prevent a sign1ficant accumulation of charge on the 

coupling capacitor. 

There are a number of tinal adjustments which must be made on each 

iDd1v1dual Scbln1tt circuit. The variable capac1tor Cl 1s adjusted to reduce 

the recovery time sutt1c1ently to enable the Scbln1tt to follow a one mega

cycle sqlare wave input. This is necessary, as will be shown later, because 

the discr1m1nator in every stage after the f1rst must be able to follow in

puts conta1ning spikes of durat10n as long as 0.5 microsecond. No later 

readjustment of Cl will normally be needed. 

The potent1ometer R.o' in the coupling attenuator, is used to 

cOlltrol the conduction of the output tube. The output voltage is adjusted 

to be approx1_tely tvo volts below the lower clamping level (before the 

clallping potential is applied) when the output tube is conducting. This 

adjustment 1I'&S found to be unnecessary in practice and the potentiOllleter could 

be replaced by a 50K fixed resistor. 

The Ru potentiometer 1s used to control the Schmitt hysteresiS. 

If Ru is adjusted to insert too much resistance in the circuit, the Schmitt 

will turn itself on SD.d off, act1ng as a free-running OSCillator, for in

puts Just at the triggering level. The resistance RH is increased until 

this action is observed. and then decreased. just sufficiently to prevent the 

oscillatioll.. Once the correct value of resistance is found for each dis

cr1m1Dator, the potentiometer may be replaced with a fixed resistor. 

Di.crimination bias i. controlled. vi th the RB potentiOllleter. There 

i. a finite range of input amplitudes for which Schmitt tril88ring is 
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uncertain. RI is adjusted so that a 25 volt square wave input is in the 

center ot this r.ange. In praet1ce the ~ control vas toUD4 to be over

sensitive. The present potentiometer should be replaced by one of smaller 

resistance (between two fixed resistors) to decrease the voltage variation 

per degree of rotation. 

2.3.2 Performance 

a) The uncertain trigsering ranee varies between Schmitts, with a 

IIIB.x111U11l of 0.1 volt. OVer a period of two hours of continuous operation 

(with no drift in the B- supply voltage), the center of this ranee drifted a 

maximum of 0.1 volt. 

The input pulse amplitude at which the Scbaitt trillers was found 

to vary in direct proportion to variations in B-. This is due to the tact 

that the discriminator bias i8 supplied froll a yolta .. divider across B-. 

Drift in B - bas a neglig1ble effect on the absolute potential required to 

tril8er the discriminator because the cODduct1ng tube 1s a neaat1ve feedback 

amplitier which tends to keep the Schmitt cathode potential constant. 

The uncertainty range was toUDd by measur1n& the _xillUlll input tor 

which the Schmitt refused to tri&ler and the minillUll tor which it al~s 

triaered. The discriminator8 were each driven directly troa a square-vave 

generator to ake po8sible the U8e of the _asurinl c1rcui t de8cribed later 

in the discussion on encoder performance. 

b) Wi tb RH adjusted a8 described previously, the hystereSiS i8 

1.4 volta. A 50 tc sine wave input va. used tor the mea8urement. Using a 

dual trace oscilloscope, with it8 sveep trigered by the siDe wave, both 

input aDd output waveforms were observed simultaneously in their correct 



time relation. The ditterence in amplitudes ot the sine wave at which the 

Schmitt trigered ~ and ott is the value ot hystere8i8. 

RB could be adjusted tor zero hysteresis, but then the Schmitt 

oscillated tor square wave inputs just large enough to trigger it. 

c) The maximum amount ot late triggering is less than 0.5 micro-

8ecODds. This is the interval between the time that the input reaches the 

triaer1ng level and the time that the Schmitt begins to trigger. As the in

put vas increased above the triggering level, the late triggering rapidly 

decreased. 

Measurements were made by observing Schmitt input and output on a 

dual trace oscilloscope with its sweep triggered by the discriminator input. 

d) Rise time (10 ... ~) ot the discriminator is 0.14 microsecond. 

e) Recovery time i8 1e8s than';'5 microsecond, as the Schmitt is 

able to tol1ow a one megacycle square-wave input. 

t) Stability ot the output SWing is dependent upon the plate 

clamping Toltases. These voltages were supplied by batteries whose drift 

over several hours of encoder operation vas negligible. 



CBAPT1I:R III 

AMPLIPIER 

~.l IITRODUCTIOI 

The encoder stage desip requires amplifier c1rcu! ts to perform 

two operations: 1) su.-tion aDd multiplication by minus tvo, 2) sianal 

inversion. 

The first of these operations could be performed by a resistance 

sUJllD1DI network followed by an amplifler of appropriate pin, or by an 

operational ampli~ler with closed-loop saln of minus two. 

The dltticulty with the re8istance 8uaainl network i8 that it 

attenuates the s1pals be1n& summed, hence the amplifier tol1°w1nC the net

work would reqire a p,in greater than minus two. It will be shown later 

that ~eedback in an amplifier stabilizes its I&in and increases Its band-

. v1c1th. Both ot these effects becoM acre pronounced as the closed-loop is 

decreased. Use ot an operational amplifier in this application (lee Pi,_ 5) 

allows a 1I1niaua closed-lpop sain ot minus two. 

S1&D&l inversion could be accomplished by followiDg an amplifier 

of &D7 particular pin with an appropriate voltap divider. For the same 

reasons cited aboye, hovever, it is best to use an ampli~ier with a closed

loop .-in o~ minus one and dispense with the volta,. divider entirely. 

naure 5 shows an amplifier with an open-loop pin ot -K used as 

an operatiOD&l ampl1fler.17 Tbe amplifier outpu~e~ is correct~ liven in 

teras of the input b7 It. (3.1) as lonl aa the open-loop pin, .-le, is suffi

CientlY larce.17 

-24. 
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Fig. 5 Operational Amplifier 



(3.1) 

In the sUlllBlat10n aDd multiplication by ainus two operation, el is 

the output ot the inverter and e2 18 the Schmitt circuit output. Resistance 

values are chosen such that: 

(3.2) 

In the signal invers10n operation only one voltase, the stase 

input, 18 operated on. In this case, the teedback resistor, Rt , i8 equal 

to the input resistor, Rlo 

3.2 AMPLIFIER THEORY 

3.2.1 ADalysis ot Gain Stability 

A major difficulty encountered 1n ua1nl amplifiers tor precision 

applications is their drift in pin due to variations in plate supplies and 

in tube aDd circuit paraaeters. One ot the reasons tor USing feedback in 

amplifiers i8 to mini,mise the effect ot these variations and thereby 

stabilize the amplitier gain. 

'!'his stabilization effect -.y be eXlllllined by reterriq to Fig. 5 

with e2 aDd R2 neglected. '!'he nodal equat10n at the input srid can be 

solved tor the closed-loop gain, GCL: 

1 

The percent cban&e in closed .. loop pin as a tunction ot the 

percent c:b&rlp in open-loop pin 1s: 

I:l GCL 1 
o = ------K--

CL 1 ... ~ R] 
1 ... ..1 

Rl 



The conclusion is that the open-loop sa1n, -K, should be made as 

large as possible to minimize closed-loop sain variations resulting from 

chaDg.s in -K. 

3.2.2 Dell1red Open-Loop Gain and Bandwidth 

IzUPormation is transmitted through the encoder stages in the form 

of pulse amplitudes. Ideally these would be perfectly square pulses; 

actually they are pulses vith finite rise time and finite decay in their 

pulse amplitude. 

Each stage must be allowed enough time for its input pulse to 

rise sufficiently close to the discrimination level to trigger its Schmitt 

circuit. Therefore, the pulse rise times are important in determining the 

minimum time for completing the encoding operation. 

However, during the time that a pulse is presented to a stage, 

the cumulative dec~ in the pulse amplitude from previous stages must not 

be great enough to turn a discriminator previously turned on back off. 

Therefore, the pulse decay vill determine the maximum amount of time 

allowable to complete the encoding operation. 

Both rise time and pulse decay can be related to the amplifier 
17 . 

frequency response. The purpose of relating the frequency response is 

to aid in desisoinl the amplifier and in investiaatinl multiple-stage, 

closed-loop stability with respect to oscillations. 

The siarple one-stage R-C coupled amplifier of Fig. 6a. has the 

p1l:l mpitude frequency characteristic shown in 1"1g. 6b.17,2O,21 

'!'be lOY frequency p.in cut off 18 due to the coupling capacitor 

C. The hiah frequency cut ott is due to tube 1nterelectrode capac 1 tances, c 
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paraaitic capacitance across Rr" and unavoidable wiring capacitance. These 

1 capaci tancea JIJJJ.'1 all be grouped UDder the term e. The low trequency 

characteristic is that ot a high-pass R-C network. Application ot a square 

vave to such a network reaul ts in an output wi tb an exponential decay. 17 

(See Fig. 7a). 

The percent decay 1n amplitude durilll the pulse duration T can be 

8bOWD to be (tor T» Rl Cc )17: 

P '" 100 T III 
'" R C ]II 

1 c 

where R1 is the amplitier input resistance and Cc the coupling capacitance. 

AI!. Rl aDd. T will be chosen trOll other con8iderations, Cc must be chosen 

sutticient1;y large 80 that the decay will bave neglil1ble ettect on encoder 

accuracy. 

The high trequency characteristic is that ot a low-paas R-C 

network.17 The ettect ot such a network on a square-vave input is to cause 

the leading 8.'Dd trailing pulse edges to tollow exponential curves or time 

constant Rx. Cl • (See Fig. 7b). 

Riae time, T , is detined as the time required. tor a pulse to go 
r 

trOll l~ to m ot its tinal value. Rise tiM can be sbown to be related 
1 ' 

to the RL C ti_ constant and. theretore to the upper break-point frequency, 

t 2 , as ahown in Iq. (3.6).1..7,21 

= 0j:35 
2 

(3.6) 

Iquation (3.6) makes it obvious that increasing the upper break

point frequency t 2 will decrease the rise time. Using teedback around the 

aiaple amplifier discussed above will have the desirable etrect or shitting 
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this break-point to f2' as Fig. 8 shows. 

The upper break-point frequency ~ be defined here as the band

width. (Bandwidth generally refers to f2 - f l , but as fl « f 2, the former 

definition will be used.) 

Figure 8 indicates that the increase in bandwidth resultIng from 

using the amplifier in a closed-loop feedback configuration is directly re

lated to the ratio GoL/GcL • The closed-loop gains GcL are fixed by the 

stage requirements at minus two and at minus one. 

The conclusion is that the rise time may be minimized by maxilll1zing 

both the open-loop sain GoL, and the bandwidth f 2 • 

3.2.3 Gain-Bandwidth Limitations 

Due to the limited Sm or fL and the inherent interelectrode 

capacitance of a vacuum tube, there is a limit to the obtainable saiD-band

width product.17,21 Considering the case of a pentode stage in cascade 

with an identical stage, the product of mid-band gain and bandwidth may be 

sbown to be17: 

(3.7) 

where Co ~ C1 18 the sum of the input and output capacitances of the tube. 

This product, or its alternate 

(3.8) 

may be used as a figure of merit in choosing the optimum vacuum tube. 

Althougb this figure of merit, as defined above, indicates triodes to be 

far superior to pentodea, it Must be remembered that the eUective value 



ot Co + Ci is so increased by the Miller ettect as to negate this apparent 

advantage. In any practical Circuit, it will be found that this tigure ot 

merit will be reduced by a factor ot at least tvo to three due to unavoid

able wiring capacitances. 

The conclusion is that the open-loop bandv1dth can only be in-

creased by decreasing the open ... loop gain. As pointed out above, however, 

a minimum open-loop sa1n w111 be determined by the amount of sain stabili

zation needed to assure accuracy aDd dependab1lity in tbe value ot closed

loop pin. The best that can be done with a sin81e-stage amplifier is to 

choose a tube w1th the largest t1sure ot merit and to wire the circuit with 

a minimum of parasitic capacitance. 

3.2.4 Multiple Stas! Amplit1ers 

The p1n-bandwidth product can be increased. over that ot the 

single-stage amplitier by using multiple stages in cascade inaide the teed

back loop. In this case, the simple bandwidth-rise time relations used 

betore Will DO longer apply. 

The possibility ot closed-loop amplitier oscillations must now be 

considered. Nyquist' a stability criterion IIlUSt be utilised. to prevent the 

desisn ot an amplit1er wbich vill oscillate.20,22 

To obtain a B1gnal to teed back to the input which 18 1800 out 

ot phase vi th the input, an odd number ot stases will be required. In 

order to meet the stability criterion, the high-frequency breakpoints ot 

the stases 1IlU&t be staggered. 

The lowest upper breal!ipoint will be that which would have been 

used in the s1n&le-stage amp11tier. The bre~ints ot the add 1 tional 
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stages IIIUIIt be at h18her trequencies. Because of the gain-bandwidth product 

limitation on the tubes use4, the additional stases will therefore have 

successively lover I&ins. 

The conclusion 18 that additional stages vill improve the rise 

time but that the amount of additional improvement obtained decreales with 

the nUlllber of stages. At the expense of increased complexity, then, some 

improvement in performance is possible. 

3.3 AMPLIFIER DESIGN AID PIRJ'ORMAICE 

3.3.1 Amplifier DesilD 

The c1rcuit diagrams of the inverter and summ1ng (mult1plication 

by -2) amplifiers are shown in Fig. 9. Sinlle-stage amplifiers were chosen 

to m111illl1ze the encoder complexity. It vas found POI sible to meet the en-

coder specifications without goins to multiple-state amplifiers. 

The 6cB6 tube vas chosen tor its hiab figure of merit and its 

relatively linear cbar&cteristics.17 

The closed-loop amplifier pin -.y be calculated trom 11'11. 9. 

The result is 

where: 

Rl 
A resistance between input ligoal aDd grid .. .. 

R2 4 feedback resiltance .. 
ft, A grid leak resistance • 

(3.10) 

Rt 
A plate load resistance • 



~ ; 
'-.j; , 

rp 
A tube plate resistance • 

1m 
A tube transconductance . 
~ 

r RL (3.10) 
R' 

rp4 RL 

K A 
-SmR' 

R2 
~ 

R' 
= R +.:R' R + R' 2 2 

For the parameter values used, this may be approximated by 

G ~ (. R2) 
cL Rl 1 + 1 

«m~ 

1 (3.11) 

The mid-band open-loop pin, Bm RL, is approximately 125· Since ~ resistors 

vere used in the circuit, the R1 resistors vere made variable. The RG 

potent1ometer is used to adjust the overall sain ot the 1nverter and summing 

amp1itier to plus tvo. This 1s done v1 th the aid ot an oscilloscope vi th a 

difterence pre-amplifier disp1ay1ng the difference between one-halt ot the 

stage output and the stage input. 

The Rs potentiometer is used to adjust the pin ot the sUlll1ng 

amplitier so that its output is a 50 volt step when the Schmitt chanses 

state. Since the Schmitt output is 1eS8 tban 25 volts, the pin tor this 

amplifier input vi11 actually be greater thaD two. 

The effect ot teedback in minimizing variations in closed-loop 

gain as a result ot'V'&r1ations in the tube transeonductaDce may be derived 

trom J'1a. 9. The equation relating the tractional ehaDges in closed-loop 

pin and 1m may be shown to be 

1 (11~) (3.12) 



Using this equation, the effect of a l~ change in 8m is found to be a .17~ 

chanse in GcL for the inverter and .~ change for the summing amplitier. 

The closed-loop amplitier input resistance (at either input terminal 

in the case ot the summing amplit1er) can be shown to be 

For both the inverter aDd summing amplifier RlJ 18 calculated to be 

approximately' lOOK. Using Eq. (3.5), the percent decay in square-wave ampli

tude due to the capacitive coupling is O.l~ 1n each amplitier. 

3.3.2 Amplifier Pertormance 

a) The inverter rise times (10-~) vary between 0.1 and 0.15 

microsecolld.. The suatng amplitier ri8e times vary between 0.2 and 0.3 

I'I1crosecond. It was foUDCl that the wiring ot the amplifiers, especially ot 

the input and feedback series R-C networks, vas very critical in obtaining 

tast rise times. 

b) Lineari ty vas measured using pairs ot amplifiers. This pro-

cedure was foliowed because it allowed the use ot an oscilloscope with a 

d1fterence pre-amplifier for accurate direct measurements ot the ditterence 

between inputs and outputs. Since the encoder';:also uses the amplitiers in 

series,' this technique is particularlY suitable. 

The encoder accuracy is specified in terms of percent 01' the tull .. 

scale input. Accordingly, the measure 01' amplifier linearity ot interest is 

the deviation 1n output fro-. the ideal output as a percent ot full scale 

(50 volts). Accordingly', the actual. input-output characteristic was 

approximately centered about the ideal charaeteristic by adjusting the 
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amplifier gains to their correct value at mid-scale (25 volts). It vas 

found that the percent deviation from 11near1tJ 

D _ (100) 1deal output - actual output d (3.14 ) 
- 50 volts ~ 

was a max1mum at the full-scale output of 50 volts. The maximum deviation 

varied in the different pairs ofamplif1ers tested due to small differences 

in quiescent operat1ng points and variat10ns in tube characterist1cs, 

rang1ng from 0.5 to l.~. By testing different series combinations of 
, 

amplifiers, it was possible to determine approximately the deviation trom. 

linearity of individual amplifiers. Tbe maximum deviation was found to 

vary fro. 0.2 to O.~. 

c) By the same technique used above, the effects of drift in B-

on amplifier gain were measured. The percent cbange in amplifier gain was 

found to be approximately 1/25th of the percent drift in S-. The measure

ments vere taken for changes in B- as great a8 l~. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE EJfCODER STAGE 

4.1 CIRCUIT DESIGB 

A single encoder stale consisting of a Schmitt discriminator, 

inverter, &Dd summing amplifier of sain -2, 1s shown 1n Fig. 9. 

The purpose aDd method of adjusting each of the potentiometers 

have been 81 ven in the previous two chapters. The sequence followed in 

adjusting each stage is as tollows: The Cl and Ra adjustments are made 

for each stase; these do not need any turther adjustment in normal opera

tion. The bias of each discriminator is adjusted with RB for triggering 

on a 25 volt input square wave. Jext the Ra potentiometer i8 adjusted 

for a stase pin of plus two. Finally, each stage 1s supplied. vi th a 25 

volt input square vav~ cBU8ing the Schmitt to trige;- and the RS poten

tiometer is adJu.sted tor zero stage output. 10 readjustment of the RB, 

Ra , or RS potentiOileters vas found to be necessary in several hours of 

continuous operation. 

4.2 STAGI WAVBJOBMS 

The oscilloscope photographs in Fig. 10 show typical s1ng~~stase 

outputs (eo) tor square-wave inputs (ei ) ot d1fterent amplitudes. The volt

a .. scale on the input photographs 1s 10 volts per division and on the out

put 20 volta per division. The time scale is two microseconds per division 

in aU photographs. 

lI'or input square .. wave amplitudes ot less than 25 volta, the stage 

pertorme as a linear amplifier with a pin ot two. The stage output is a 

square wave ot twice the input amplitude and a somevbat slover rise time. 

(See Pil_ loa). 
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For a square-wave input amplitude exactly equal to the 25-volt 

trisgering level, the stage output 1s zero, except ror a 50 volt, 0.5 

microsecond spike which appears at the leading edge of the output waveform. 

This spike is due to the inherent delay in the triaering of the discrimina

tor and the time required for its output to reach its final value. For a 

25-volt stage input, the sUDllllinI amplifier inputs from the inverter and. the 

trisgered discriminator effectively balance, producing a zero staae output. 

However, until the discriminator triggers, the only input to the summing 

amplifier is the inverter output. Therefore, the stage initially performs 

as a linear amplitier producinl an output ot twice the input amplitude until 

the di8CrilliDator triger. and reduces the output to zero. (See Fil. lOb). 

For square-wave inputs greater than 25 volts, the stage output 

initially belins to rise to tWice the input amp11tude. The discriminator 

then triggers, reducinl the stage output to 1 ts tinal value & namely, twice 

the ditterence between the input voltap and the discriminator output. A 

spike stIll appears at the lead.inl edge of the output wavetorm, but its 

duration and height above the tinal amplitude decrease as the stale input 

increases. (See rig. 10c). 

Because ot these spikes or overshoots in the stage outputs, the 

discriminator hysteresis must be minimized. A stase receiving an input 

trom a previous stage ot the form ot Fil' lOb or Fig. 10c must be able to 

tollow such a wavetorm. The leading edae overshoot _1' be great enough to 

trigger the next discriminator, but it the s~ state portion ot the 

wavetorm is les. than 25 volts, the discriminator must turn ott asatn. 

A partiCular stage may receive an input containing spikes 

contributed by some or all of the precedina stages. The discriminator will 
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triaer on each input spike, but it must be able to end up in the state 

determined by the tinal input amplitude. 

Photographs ot a typical set ot wavetorms at the sixth stase 

are shown in Fig. 11. The voltage scale is 10 volts per division in (a) 

and (b), and 20 volts per division in (c). The time scale in each photo

graph 1s 2 microseconds per division. In this example, the discriminator 

turned ~ and ~ betore reaching its tinal on state. 

The tinal state attained by the discriminator within the duration 

ot the input square wave is the stage digital output. The on state corre

sponds to ONE and the £!! state to ZERO. In the example shown in F1g. 11, 

the s1xth binary dis1t can be seen to be a ONE tor the particular analog 

encoder input used in taking the photographs. 
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(a) 

Stage Input 

Schmitt Output 

(c) 

Stage. Output 

Fig. 11 Typical Waveforms at Stage #6 



CJlAPl'ER V 

ENCODER SYS'lEM 

5.1 INTRODUCTIOB 

The eight cascaded encoder stages, together with the necessary 

analog input and digital output circuitry, constitute the encoder system. 

A block diagram 01' the system 1s shown 1n Fig. 12. The design 01' digital 

gates, pulse delays ("D" in Fig. 12), and tlip-flops is not covered in 

this report because these are standard dig! tal computer components. The 

design of the linear transmission gate 1s covered in two other reports 01' 

this project. 23 ,24 

Other system configurations may be devised for ditterent encoder 

applications. The system discussed here is tor use with the special-purpose 

1 digital computer described in Chapter I. 

5.2 SYSTEM OPERATION 

5.2.1 Input Read-In 

Tbe analog input circuitry enables the encoder stages to be 

multiplexed between the desired analog input voltages (E J E J E , etc.). 
X y z 

A linear transmission gate is required tor sampling each analog 

input voltage. A flip-flop is used to hold the gate open (conducting) tor 

the 10 microseconds.required for the eight bit analog-to-dig!tal conver-

sion. Each flip-flop is controlled by a pair 01' pulses (p , P , P , etc.), x y z 
arriving on its input line. The tirst pulse puts the flip-flop in the ONE 

state, opening the linear gate which transmits the chosen analog voltage to 

the encoder. The second pulse arrives on the same line 10 microseconds 

later, returns the flip-flop to the ZERO state, clOSing the gate and cutting 
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ott the analog voltage to the encoder. 

When the encoder is used in conjunction with the special-p\~ose 

analog-digital computer, a delay of twenty-two microseconds occurs betore 

another pair ot pulses, spaced 10 microseconds apart, arrive on the line 

corresponding to the next analog voltage to be encoded. 

The input analog voltages may range between zero and 50 volts. 

The encoder input receives a positive-going square wave of 10 microsecond 

duration whose amplitude represents the analog quantity to be encoded. 

There is a 22 microsecond interval between input square waves. 

Analog voltages in the range of 25 volts can be encoded by adding 

a tixed bias ot 25 volts to each input. The computer can then be programmed 

to convert the eight bit digital output to seven bits plus sign. 

5.2.2 Read-Out 

The discriminator output plate ot each stage controls a digital 

sate. In the discriminator ~ state (signitying a ZERO), the output plate 

is at -26 volts and the digital gate is closed. In the on state (signitying 

a ONE), -the plate is at -1.5 volts and the gate is open. 

The discriminator states in the last two microseconds of the input 

square wave correspond to the correct digital output. (Section 4.2 explains 

why the correct discriminator states are not reached sooner.) 

The same pair of pulses which control the read-in operation are 

inputs to the set ot digital gates. A diode mixing circuit prevents the 

pulses on one line trom appearing on any other line in the read-in circuitry. 

The delay D prevents the digital pulses (px ' Py ' pz ) trom arriving 

at the flip-tlops before arriving at the digital gates. Theretore, the first 

ot the pair ot pulses arrives at the gates before the beginning ot the 
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encoding operation. At this time all discriminators are in their normal 

~ state, the digital gates are all closed, and the first pulse is pre

vented from reaching the encoder digital output. 

The second ot the pair of pulses arrives at the digital gates 

before the input linear gate can be closed. At this time, the discrimina

tors are in their final state, corresponding to ORE or ZERO. The gates tied 

to discriminators which are in the on state permit the pulse to pass, while 

those in the ZERO state do not. As a result, the parallel digital encoder 

output appears on the digital gate output lines. 

After being delayed sufficiently by D for this read-out operation, 

the second of the pair of pulses complements the input flip-flop which in 

turn choses the linear gate. 

5 • 3 SPECIFICATIONS ON READ- IN AND READ-Ot1J.' COMPOJlENTS 

a) The linear gates must be able to transmit a 0-50 volt slgnal 

with a rise time of approximately 0.2 microsecond and a percent deviation 

trom linearity (Eq. 3.14) of less than 0.3~ (see Chapter VI). A slower rise 

time would result in a slower encoding rate. Poorer linearity would reduce 

the encoder accuracy. 

Tbe encoder input resistance of approximately 50K and the number ot 

linear gates must be considered in designing the input circuitry. 

b) The input flip-flop plate ewing vill be determined by the 

linear gate design. The output rise time must be no more than 0.1 microsecond 

to be able to open the gate sufficiently taste The flip-flop must operate on 

the standard digital pulses supplied by the computer. 

c) The delay D must be great enough to allow a pulse to pass 

through the diode mixing circuit and the digital gates, before the flip-flop 
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can be turned ott. 

d) The digital gates must be open with an input or -1.5 volts 

aDd closed with an input ot -26 volts. 

In practice, 1t may be necessary 1;0 isolate the discriminator out

puts from the d1g1tal gate inputs with cathode followers to prevent slowing 

up of the encoding operation. 

The sates must be able to pass the standard d1gital pulses supplied 

by the dig! tal computer. 



C1IAPT.ER VI 

ENCODER PERFORMANCE 

6.1 EBCODER TESTING 

6.1.1 Test Procedure 

For test purposes, the encoder input was supplied by a Tektronix 

Type 105 Square-Wave Generator. The generator was used instead of the 

linear sates called for in the encoder system (see Chapter V), so that the 

encoder accuracy could be evaluated independently of any non-linear effect 

in the gates. 

The generator has an output range from 6.7 to 100 volts with a 

rise time of approximately 0.15 microsecond when its cable is connected 

directly to the encoder input. When the cable is properly terminated, the 

output ranse is 1 to 15 volts with a 0.02 microsecond rise time. 

Tbe encoder square-wave input amplitudes were measured with the 

peak-reading circuit shown in fta- 13. 

As there was insufficient time to CODStruct the read-out circuitry, 

the discriminator outputs were observed directly on an oscilloscope. The 

encoder input vas displayed on one trace of a dual-trace oscilloscope. It 

was also used to trigger the scope sweep so that the discriminator outputs 

displayed on the other trace could be observed in the correct time relation 

to the encoder input. 

The procedure tollowed was to measure the encoder input amplitude 

and then to examine on the oscilloscope the discr1m1nator outputs of each ot 

the staps. The state ot eaeh 4iscri.minator output in the last two micro

seconds Qt the encoder input pulse corresponds to the dil1tal ~utput of that 
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stage. A d1scr1ll1nator output of -1.5 volts iDl10ates a OB; an output of 

-26 volts indicates a ZERO. 

The square-wave generator was operated at 50 kc. This allowed 

10 microseconds for encoding and 10 microseoonds between encoding operations. 

This i8 a faster encoding rate than required for use vith the special-purpose 

d1&1tal computer (10 microseconds for encoding and 22 microseconds between 

encoding operations). 

6.1.2 Measurement of Encoder Input Amplitude 

The &mp11 tude of the input square waves vas measured with the 

circuit shown in Fig. 13. The capacitor charges to the peak ampl1 tude of 

the nesative-going generator output through the diode. A time constant of 

appro~~mately one second (the resistance of the null indication meter is 

6oK) prevents any appreciable dec~ in the capaCitor voltage between the 

50 kc square waves. 

The Beliopot is adjusted until the null indication meter needle 

is zeroed. A Simpson voltmeter was used on the three volt scale for the null 

meter as this application does not call for hi8h accuracy. 

When the Simpson meter indicates zero, the precisi9n d.c. voltmeter 

is read. '!'he square wave peak amplitude is then 

R, ~ ~ 
E = R (d.o. voltmeter reading) 

M 
(6.1) 

where RM is the resistance of the meter and RF a precision resistor in series 

with the _ter. This voltage divider arranpment was used in order to obtain 

sufficient accuracy from the meter which bas only a 15 and 150 volt Bcale, 

. each accurate to ± 1/4; of full scale. On the 15 volt scale the meter is 

therefore accurate to ± 0.375 volts. It was possible to read the meter to 



0.01 volts. 

The meter and Rp resistance values were measured with a Wheatstone 

bridge to ~our-place accuracy. Using these resistance values the voltage 

divider ~actor in Eq. 6.1 was calculated to be 1.996 ~or the value of Rp used 

~or measuring square-wave amplitudes in the 0-30 volt range. For the value 

o~ Rp used ~or ~a8urementB in the 30-45 volt r8.D8e, the factor was computed. 

to be 2.996. 

Square-wave alltp1i tude measurements in th'e 0- 30 volt range are 

accurate to within ± .075 volts (1.996 x ± .0375). Measurements in the 

30-45 Yolt range are accurate to within + .113 volts (2.996 x ± .0375). 

6.2 TEST RESULTS 

6.2.1 Method of Eva1uatinl Data 

The accuracy test data consists of analog input Yo1tage measurements 

and the corresponding digital outputs. Comparison was accomplished by manually 

converting the input Yoltages to eight digit binary numbers. 

As previously mentioned, the &mpli tude measurements are known to be 

accurate to within ± 0.075 volts on the 0-30 volt range and within ± 0.113 

yolts in the 30-45 volt range. This uncertainty in a particular Yo1tage 

reading may be referred to as ± e volts. 

For a voltage measurement of E volts, the actual yoltage may be 

anywhere in the E ± e volt range. Therefore, there is a corresponding un

certainty in the manually computed binary represents. tion of the yo1 tage • 

Encodin& 1s a quantization operation, since a continuous range of 

input voltages are converted into a finite number (256) of digital outputs. 

Due to quantization, a binary number can be accurate at most to wi thin ± 1/2 
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ot it. least significant d1&1t. This quant1zation error of ± " MY be 

expressed in terma of the volta .. at the encoder input: 

1 full scale 1nRut volt&ie 
q = ~ number of quantization levels (6.2) 

The full-scale 1nput 1s 50 volts and in encoding to eight binary digits, 

8 there are 2 = 256 quantization levels. FrOil Ieq. (6.2), q is 0.098 volts. 

Theretore, each ot the possible 256 b1nary numbers corresponds to a precise 

analog voltage ±-Q.o98 volts. 

Since e < q (the uncertainty in voltaee mea8urement is less than 

the quantization error) in the 0-30 volt range, the calculated digital rep-

resentation of Ie + e aDd E - e can at most differ in the least s1gnificant 

digit. For values ot Ie cl08e enough to the exact analol value ot a binary 

number, the calculated dig1tal representation for all voltages E ± e will 

be the same number to eight di&1 ts • In thi8 ca8e, the correct digital value 

ot the encoder input is known exactly to eipt binary places; otherwise, the 

encoder input is knOVl accurately to only seven places. 

In the 30-45 volt range, e is 0.ll3 volts. Theretore, e is 0.015 

vol ts larger than q. Since e < 2q, it is possible tor both E and ei tber . 
E ~ e or E - e to have the same eight place binary representationj the ether 

ot these voltages' representation w1l1 then ditter in the least signiticant 

d1&1t. In '!;his case, the input voltage is known to only seven binary places. 

Aa e is only slightly larger than q, it Ie.. E + e, . and. Ie - e have three 

d1tterent ei8ht place binary representations, it is very probable that the 

one computed trOll E i8 correct. 

Because of the liad ted d. c. voltmeter accuracy.. the value ot e 

tor re&din8s in the 45-50 volt r&D" can at IIlOst allow computat1on ot digital 
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values to six binary places. 

The conclusion is that some readings in the 0-30 volt range can 

be used to establish if the encoder is accurate to eight binary places, while 

other readings can only prove its accuracy to seven places. Some readings in 

the 30-45 volt range can be used to determine if the encoder has seven place 

accuracy, while other readings can only establish six place accuracy and a 

probability of the existence of eight place accuracy. 

6.2.2 Results of Accuracy Tests 

Tvo test runs were taken. Each test was conducted over a period 

of aeveral hours of continuous operation. 

On the first run the digital outputs were accurate to six to eight 

binary places, with the best accuracy obtained at the low end of the input 

range. However, the erroneous outputs were all on the high side and con

Sistently repeatable during the several hours test. This indicated a 

systematic error in the encoder due possibly to faulty adjustment of one or 

more of the potentiometer settings. 

The encoder was then readjusted and the second run taken. This run 

proved the encoder to be definitely accurate to seven binary places and very 

probably accurate to eight binary places. (See 6.2.1). In the 0-30 volt 

range, when E ~ e and E - e had the same digital value this value agreed with 

the encoder to eight binary places; when the E + e and E - e d1gital repre

sentations differed in the least significant digit, the encoder output was 

consistently equal to one of these numbers, usually the smaller. In the 

30-45 volt range, the data proved the encoder to be accurate to at least 

seven binary places. 

Due to insufficient time, it was not possible to develop a more 
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accurate measuring circuit or to take any more runs with the present circuit. 

6.2.3 EDcodill§ Rate 

All tests were run with a symmetrical 50 kc square-vave input. 

This proves that the encoder can operate to the established accuracy at a 

50 kc encoding rate. 

Observation of the discriminator wavetorms during the accuracy 

test runs showed. that all discriminators were in their tinal state in 

approximately 8 microseconds after the beginning of the input square wave. 

(See Chapter IV). Operation at the 50 kc rate allowed 10 microseconds tor 

the encoding operation. The extra 2 microseconds should allow sufficient 

t1me tor the read-out operat10n. (See Chapter V). 

Observation of the waveforms during the test runs also showed 

that all transients in the system have died. out approximately 2 microseconds 

atter the end ot the 1nput square wave. Theretore, the encoder should be 

able to operate with approx1mately a 2.5 microsecond delay between the input 

square vaves.* With a 10 microsecond square wave durat10n and a 2.5 micro-

second spaCing between square waves, the encoder would be operating at an en-

coding rate ot 80 kc. Unfortunately, due to limited symmetry control, it was 

not poss1ble to operate the square-wave generator with much less than 10 

microsecond spacing between the 10 microsecond square waves to test the 

possibility ot 80 kc encoding operation. 

* It may be found that operation with such an unsymmetrical input waveform 
would necessitate redesign of the, clamping circuit at the Schmitt input 

to prevent exce88ive accumulation ot charge on the coupling capacitor. 



CllAP'lER VII 

CONCLUSIONS .AlID SUGGESTIONS lI'OR FURTHER WORK 

7.1 IMPROVEMENTS ON '!'BE PRESENT ENCODER 

7.1.1 Component Improvements 

Tests on the present encoder prove it to be accurate to seven 

binary places and indicate a possibility of eight place accuracy. The 

tests were run at 50 kc, but observation of the encoder wavetorms indicate 

a possibility of encoding at 80 kc. (See Chapter VI). 

a) These tests were run over a period of several hours of 

continuous operation. A number of improvements should be made to insure 

maintenance of the present accuracy over longer periods of operation. 

Drift in the B- supply voltage was found to have a negligible 

effect on amplifier gain (see 3.3.2c) and on the absolute potential at 

which the discriminators triggered (see 2.3.2&). However, since the 

discriminator bias is derived frOll a voltage divider across the B- supply, 

drifts in B- have a direct effect on the square-wave amplitude at which 

the discriminator triggers. Therefore, the discriminator bias should be 

obtained traa a separate I stable voltage supply. 

The stability of the discriminator clamping voltages directly 

effects the encoder stage accuracy (see 2.3.21). These two voltages must 

also be derived trom a very stable supply. 

To compensate for any small drift in the discriminator bias aDd 

the two clampIng levels, all three should be derived from the same supply. 

It this supply drifts a small amount, the square-wave amplitude which 

trill8rs the di8cr~tor aDd the Schmitt output will then both drift in 
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the same direction. As a result, the discriminator vill tend to contiDue 

to supply a square-wave output whose map1 tude is equal to the other input 

to the summing amplif'ier for stage inputs ,just equal to triggering level. 

Resolution ot the control potentiometers were found to be too 

coarse. As a result, chassis vibration and operating temperature variations 

affect the control settinss. This difficult" may be greatly minimized by 

replacing each potentiometer by one of smaller resistance in series with a 

fixed resistor of larger resistance. The use of other types of' variable 

reSistors should be invest1sated. 

b) Tests of' linearity on the various amplifiers showed some to 

be more linear than others (see 3.3.2b). This may be due to small differ

ences in quiescent operating points or variations in characteristics between 

tubes. Each amplifier should be individually adjusted for best linearity. 

The most liDear amplifiers should be used in the first stages. 

c) Tests of discrimination ability indicated better performance 

in some Scbmi tt circuits than in others. This was found to be larsely a 

function of the particular tubes used. Tubes which result in better per

formance should be used in the tirst stages. 

7.1.2 Improvement of Encoder Accuracy 

To improve encoder accuracy beyond seven or eight binary places, 

it will be necessar,y to improve the discriminator accuracy and the amplifier 

linearity. 

a) To improve the amplifier linearity, the analos voltage ran .. 

(presently 0-50 volts) should be reduced. Bowever, this will necessitate the 

use of a more accurate discriminator to maintain even the present encoding 

accuracy. 
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b) Tbe Schmitt circuit by itself has limited discrimination 

accuracy.19 Performance teats shoved an uncertainty range tn triggering 

of as much as 0.1 volts and a drift in triggering level of 0.1 volts over 

several hours of operation (aee 2.3.2a). Since the voltage quantization 

in encoding a 50 volt input ranee to eight binary places i8 approximately 

0.2 volts (see Eq. 6.2), this ia the best encoder accuracy which can be 

expected using the Schmitt circuit alone. 

Improved discrimination ability may be achieved with the Schmitt 

if 1 t is preceded by another discriminator. Unfortunately, this may in

crease the time required for encoding. 

One technique used 18 a biased diode discriminator followed by 

an amplifier in series with the 8ehmitt circuit inPut.19 Input pulses to 

the diode discriminator above the bias level cause the diode to conduct. 

The portion of the input pulse above the bias level 1s amplified and used 

to triSier the Schmitt discriminator. 

Since the volt-ampere characteristic of the diode baa a finite 

curvature at the conduction point, the uncertainty and drift in the Schmitt 

trisaering level still aftect the discrimination ability ot the circuit. 

Bowever, their ettect at the circuit input are nov reduced because the 

diode non-linearity 1s amplified by the intermediate amplifier. The sharper 

the non-linearity of the diode discriminator, the larger the voltage varia

tiOD in its output tOr a given iDput voltage variation. The amplifier gain 

increases the ratio ot diode output variation to diode input variation. As 

a result, the effective magnitude of the trigering uncerta1nty range and 

drift in the Schmitt, referred to the diode d1scriminator input, is greatly 

reduced. 



Comparison of the volt-ampere characteristics of various diodes 

with the transfer characteristics of some multi-electrode tubes indicates 

19 26 that a diode connected tube has the sharpest discldmination characteristic. ' 

A diode discriminator similar to the one described above has been reported 

to have a long-term drift in discrimination ot only 0.05 volt.19,27 

A difference amplifier can also be used to precede the Schmitt 

circuit. By greatly ampl1fying the dftferencebetween the input sipal and 

the reference and using this as the Schmitt input, the discrimination ability 

of the Schmitt" in terms of the original signal, can be increased. The ditti-

culty with this technique is in accurately obtaining the difterence quantity. 

Use of the multiar circuit as the voltage discriminator should be 

investisated. The multiar is an accurate diode-controlled regenerative 

17 26 ampli tude compari tor.' The circuit consists of a diode discriminator in 

series with the grid of a normally conducting tube. Input pulses that are 

more nesat1ve than the diode reference voltage cause the diode to conduct, 

lowering the tube grid potential. The resultant decrease in tube conciuc-

tion is posi tvely fed back to the diode input through a pulse transtol"lller. 

c) For each additional binary place deSired, two more cascade 

amplifiers are required. As a result of the additional amplifiers and in-

creased accuracy requirements, the capacitive coupling time constants must 

be increased to prevent excessive square-wave amplitude decay. 

It the time required tor operation by each stage is not reduced, 

the addition ot more stages will increase the total encoding time, also 

neceSSitating an increase in the coupling capacitance. One disadvantageous 

eftect ot the larger capacitive coupling would be to increase saiD tor 

60 cycle hUlll in the system. 
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7.1.3 Improvement of Encoding Rate 

The amount of time required for the encoding operation can be 

reduced if the amplifier and discriminator rise times and the late trigger

ing of the discriminator can be redUced. 

A small improvement in rise times may be made by more careful 

circuit wiring to reduce stray capacitances and by a small amount of in

ductive peaking. Excessive inductive peaking must be avoided to prevent 

overshoot in the amplifier response to square-wave inputs. Amplifier rise 

times could also be improved by the use of a tube with a higher figure of 

merit (see 3.2.3). 

It may be possible to further decrease the discriminator late 

triggering by additional lnvestisation of the compensating R-C network in 

the cathode circuit. 

One advantage of the cascade encoder is that if less encoding pre

cision is required fever stages may be used, which decreases the time re

quired for encoding. 

As mentioned previously (see 6.2.3), it may be possible, on the 

present encoder, to reduce the time interval between encoding operations to 

tvo microseconds. This was not attempted due to lack of time and an 

appropriate pulse generator. 

7.2 OTHER CASCADE ENCODER DESIGNS 

7.2.1 Bin&rl Code 

a) A variation of the present encoder design which should be 

investigated, elia1nates an inverter in each stage. This would reduce the 

anaber of required amplifters by balf and could. pos8ib"-Y result in greater 



accuracy and higher encoding speeds. 

The summing amplifier and Schmitt discriminator are retained in 

each stage. However, the Scbm1 tt output to the summ.inl amplifier must now 

be obtained from the input plate ot the Schmitt circuit to obtain the 

correct polarity swing b~cause the stage input is no longer being inverted. 

The stage gain is negative < -2), accordingly the square-wave 

inputs at successive stages are Ot opposite polarity. It the encoder input 

is a positive-going square wave, the d1scrim1natomin all odd-numbered 

stages are biased to be normally in the £!:! state. Discriminators in the 

even-numbered stages are biased to be normally ~. 

In order that the digital output ONE 18 alvays indicated by a 

Schmitt plate at zero volts, it is necessary to derive the digital outputs 

ot odd-numbered stages trom the Sebm1 tt output plates and the d1gi tal out-

puts ot even-numbered stages trom the input tube plates. 

Operation is similar to that ot the present encoder except tor 

the reversal ot signal polar1ties and normal Schmitt states in the 

success1ve stages. 

The disadvantage of this system is that outputs UlUSt be taken 

trom the Schmitt input tube plates. This may seriously atrect the time re-

quired for transit10n between states aDd the stability ot discrimination 

ot the Sebm1tt. 17 

b) The inverter may also be eliminated by replacing the sUlllll1ing 

amplitier by a ditterence amplifier. There is no saving in the number of 

tubes required, however, and the accuracy may not be 1aiprOVed as in <a> 

because of the cammon-mode effect in the ditterence amp11tier. 17 

c) Considerable savinls in size and number ot tubes 11'1&1 be 



achieved by using double triodes instead ot pentodes. It is possible to 

use one double triode for the Schmitt circuit and one for both the inverter 

and sUllllling amplitier.' This reduces the number ot tubes to two per stage; 

with 16 tubes, it would then be possible to encode to eight binary places. 

However, use ot triodes would reduce the encoding rate due to 

their high effective interelectrode capacitance. 

2 7.2.2 Gr81 Code 

The advantage ot designing a cascade encoder to produce a Gray code 

output 1s that inputs to successive stages do not depend upon whether the 

preceding stages are in the ONE or ZERO state. This may allow signiticantly 

higher encoding rates because the different stages do not have to wait for 

the discriminators of preceding stases to settle to their final state as in 

the binary code encoder. (See Chapters IV and V) . 

It may be shown that the state transfer characteristic for a Gray 

code encoder i82, 12 

Vn + 1 = A - 2 V n 

Dn 1 Vn >0 --
Vn .... 1 - A + 2 Vn (7.1) -

Dn 0 
V <0 

= n 

where V n 1* the 1D.put to the nth stage, V n .. 1 the analog output ot the nth 

stage, Dn the digital output ot the nth stage, and A the analog value ot the 

most eip1t1cant digit. 

The transfer characteristics may be realized by use ot a 

rectifier cirCuit. TWo experimental tive-stage encoders ot this type have 

been constructed and operated satisfactorily, one vi th an encoding rate ot 



5 kc: .12,13 

For most encoder applications it will be necessary to convert the 

2 parallel Gray code output to binary code torm. 

7.2.3 Sinlle-Stale EnCoder12,15 

As an alternative to the present encoder, the entire encodinl 

operation ~ be accomplished with only one encoder stase. The technique 

is to teed the stage analog output through a delay back to the stage in-

put, and thus use the same stage repeatedly. The binary output will be 

produced by the single stale in serial torm with the most significant 

digit first. 

Several methods .tor mechanizing the required feedback de~ have 

been s~sted.12,15 One method utilizes two storage capacitors, and a 

number 01' linear transmission gates. The encoder input is sam.pled by a 

gate, stored on one of the capacitors, and used as the stage input. Another 

gate samples the stage output and stores it on the second capacitor. The 

role of the two storage capacitors is then reversed. The second capacitor 

supplies the stage input througb a sate, and the first capacitor samples 

and stores the new stage output. A timing scheme is used to repeat the 

above procedure until the desired number of binary dig1ts bas been 

senerated. 

The linear gates and capacitor storale units required have been 

deSigned, and the circuits are discussed in another report~3 

The advantale 01' the sinlle-stage encoder 1s the considerable 

savings in equipment. However, it 1s now necessary to introduce a timinl 

circuit. The encod1na rate and accuracy may be reduced due to the 



capacitor storage units. 

1.3 CONCLUSIONS 

Experience with the present encoder indicates that the cascade 

type encoder is suitable for moderate accuracy (eight to ten binary places) 

and high speed (50 to 100 kc encoding rate) applications. It has the ad

vantage that accuracy and speed can easily be interchanged to suit a par

ticular requirement by simply varying the number ot identical stages. 

This type ot encoder has the further advantages ot requiring only 

one reference voltage (the discriminators' bias), and no internal timing 

circuits. 
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